
Major Life Themes Chart Interpretation for 

Mother Teresa 
26 August 1910 

14:25 
Skopje, Yugoslavia 

41 N 59      21 E 26      Sidereal  PLACIDUS 
Standard time observed     GMT: 13:25:00 
Time Zone: 1 hours East 

Planet Positions: 
Sun      9 Leo 48               Pluto     5 Gem 08 
Moon    26 Ari 01               N. Node   0 Tau 11 
Mercury  6 Vir 35               Asc.      1 Sag 40 
Venus   16 Can 17               MC       25 Vir 24 
Mars    20 Leo 24               2nd cusp  9 Cap 09 
Jupiter 21 Vir 13               3rd cusp 20 Aqu 42 
Saturn  13 Ari 56               5th cusp 21 Ari 27 
Uranus  29 Sag 11               6th cusp 12 Tau 22 
Neptune 28 Gem 01 

Technical Details of how the planetary patterns are determined: Each interpretation is based on a 3-
planet pattern. The 3 planets are forming a midpoint structure where a planet forms one of the 
following aspects to the midpoint of 2 other planets: conjunct or opposition with 2 degee orb, 
square with 1 1/2 degree orb, semisquare or sesquiquadrate with a 1 degree orb, or 1/16, 3/16, 5/16, 
or 7/16 with a 30 minute orb. Also, the 3 planets are aspected to each other in the same harmonic. 
The harmonics analyzed are 1 through 64 and any doubling of these numbers, such as 120 which is 
a double of 60, up to 180. The total number of harmonics analyzed is 108. In the harmonic chart all 
3 aspects are within a 12 degree orb. Also, any midpoint structure involving a conjunction or 
opposition aspect within a 1 1/2 degree orb, even if a harmonic triangle is not involved, is 
interpreted. 

Given below is a brief interpretation of your birth chart. The major themes in your life are 
described. The themes are presented approximately in the order in which they are a priority in your 
life. In other words, the themes which are most important are, in general, described near the 
beginning of the report, and the less important themes are described towards the end of the report. 

Each astrological influence described in this report is a resource available to you. It is up to you to 
express these energy patterns in the best possible way. It is possible to repress, block, or try to avoid 
issues, or to fight yourself; hopefully this report will help clarify issues in your life, and encourage 
you to master your life rather than be a victim of circumstances. 



Sun Conjunct Jupiter/Neptune 0 deg 12 min 

You like to look at the big picture. You are philosophical, and some people think you are too 
abstract and too distant from the down-to-earth details of daily living. You succeed in areas where 
your future-oriented, broad views can bring tangible benefits. 

Mercury Conjunct Mars/Jupiter 0 deg 47 min 

You have very good mental aptitude for many different subject areas. You are good at understanding 
both the general concepts and principles as well as specific details. You have a constructive mind 
that enables you to apply your understanding in practical ways. You can do well in an academic 
setting, as well as in the business and commercial world. 

Pluto Conjunct Moon/Venus 1 deg 01 min 

You experience compulsive feelings and you can become romantically obsessed with another 
person. Feelings of jealousy, however, can destroy your relationship. Your feelings are very strong 
and you are inclined to project them on others at least occasionally. Your emotions are deep and 
complex. 

Moon Opposition Mars/Uranus 1 deg 13 min 

Your emotions build up very suddenly. When frustrated, you become quickly angered, and it is 
important for you not to develop a habit of losing your temper. You can become very impatient with 
others and provoke them without realizing it; do not hesitate to apologize later if you are too sharp 
with someone. Challenging physical activities, athletics, and competitions suit you well. 

Mars Opposition Saturn/Uranus 1 deg 09 min 

You work intensely and sporadically. It is difficult for you to stay on a fixed schedule with a 
prescribed task. You prefer to work very hard at your own pace. Others usually get in your way. You 
become easily frustrated by the demands of others. 

Sun Conjunct Mercury/Venus 1 deg 38 min 

You succeed in areas that require a good sense of proportion, balance, or a knack for doing things 
that are both functional and attractive. This is so natural and innate for you, that you may take it for 
granted, or not consciously recognize how it affects the manner in which you do many ordinary 
daily activities. Many crafts and skills require your talent for doing things with good taste and 
aesthetic awareness. 

Mars Conjunct Venus/Jupiter 1 deg 39 min 

You are a creative, warm, and friendly person. You are romantic, open, and generous. You are 
thoughtful and generous, and you enjoy taking time to be with friends or going out to have a good 
time. You can be very successful in an area that involves art, creativity, friendliness, or 
entertainment. Your constructive, positive attitude draws good opportunities to you. 



Sun-Moon-Saturn 59th Harmonic 

You like to isolate yourself sometimes, and often you feel uncomfortable in a large group of people. 
Work or activities that demand quiet and solitude suit you well, but be careful not to avoid people at 
inappropriate times, and be careful to make sure that friends, loved ones, and even acquaintances, 
do not feel that you are avoiding them or are cold to them. 

Sun-Venus-Jupiter 61st Harmonic 

You do well in areas that require an appreciation and sensitivity to high quality or elegance. You are 
good at assessing the value of things. You are friendly, often generous, and sometimes wasteful; be 
careful to not overindulge in the things you enjoy. 

Sun-Saturn-Pluto 28th Harmonic  (28=7x4) 

It is likely that in early adulthood you departed from some of the traditional career options available 
to you, and you chose a lifestyle and path of your own. You frequently forego opportunities for 
material advancement in favor of a life that is meaningful and personally rewarding. You demand a 
great deal from yourself and are not easily satisfied with your accomplishments. Do not take your 
accomplishments for granted; it is likely you have made more progress than you give yourself credit 
for. 

Mercury-Neptune-Pluto 63rd Harmonic  (7x9) 

You understand literature, especially fiction and poetry. You have a natural intuitive sense of how 
symbols, religious ideals, and the visions and dreams of people affect them. You can be successful 
in a field that involves poetry, literature, depth psychology, mysticism, or music. You enjoy 
literature and music that are imaginative and intense, perhaps mysterious or mystical. 


